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    YOUR
 PLACE

Pitch Perfect
with Josh and Matty 
Trett from Trett Films
Trett Films was developed by two film-buff-
brothers Josh and Matty. What started as a 
side-hustle through high school and college 
later became a full-time gig. Their clients include 
Sainsbury’s, BT and TalkTalk, and they have 
picked up awards in the states, BFI London and 
Canada. 

Objective
This workshop focuses on the way Josh and 
Matty develop their ideas and will help you 
to develop a similar pitch and proposal that 
has won them libraries of work. The pitching 
process is your opportunity to communicate 
and sell your ideas and concepts using visuals, 
text and speech and show your understanding 
of the client – for this worksheet we’re using 
Archangel Distilleries, a local gin brand. We 
will look at the importance of the pitching 
process and how this can be used in a variety 
of settings, and you will develop ideas for a 30 
second advert pitch.  

YouTube workshop link
 Youtube workshop video

Workshop duration
This activity should take approximately 1-1.5 
hours to complete. Please adapt to your 
circumstances. 

What materials do I need?
• Access to the free online tool Canva

or

• Paper and pen/pencil

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MSTqFp0gVS8&ab_channel=NorwichUniversityoftheArts
https://www.canva.com/en_gb/


Setup:
Log into Canva and ‘Create a Design’ using the button in the top right of the screen. Create a presentation 
and set up a document with 8 pages.

Catch up on the recording: 

 Timestamp: 5:37  

Task one: introduce yourself 
Use your first page to introduce yourself and 
explain to the clients why you are the perfect 
person for the job. This might be things you 
have worked on before, your skills qualifications 
and add relevant photos if you have them. 

Catch up on the recording: 

 Timestamp: 10:19 

https://youtu.be/MSTqFp0gVS8?t=337
https://youtu.be/MSTqFp0gVS8?t=619


Task two: introduce the company/
client
Use your next slide to introduce the client – 
Archangel Distillery. You should spend some 
time looking at their website, social media, 
finding out what they do, what their aesthetic 
is etc. Find some images that encompass the 
company and place these on the slide. 

Think about the following: 

• Iconography

• History of the brand

• Key messages

• Location

Catch up on the recording: 

 Timestamp: 18:51 

TOP TIP: Investing time in your 
research can help to show the client 
you are invested in their journey and 

helping to tell their story.

Task three: idea generation
Spend some time thinking about an approach 
to what kind of video you would produce 
for the company. Jot down some ideas on 
this page. This must embed aspects of your 
research and the brand and can be in any 
genre or style.  

Catch up on the recording: 
 Timestamp: 27:44

TOP TIP: Use your pitch as a 
prompt for you to explain rather than 
lots of words on each slide which you 

read from as this can get boring.

https://youtu.be/MSTqFp0gVS8?t=1131
https://youtu.be/MSTqFp0gVS8?t=1664


Task four: concept
Write out your concept from start to finish. Try 
and think about every detail of the 30 second 
clip. What happens? Where? Who does it 
happen to? 

Think about how the clip would start and 
finish. The first 5 seconds of a YouTube ad are 
the most important as this is the time before 
people can ‘skip’. Also, what happens at the 
end? What is the viewer left with – what is the 
call to action?  

Catch up on the recording: 
 Timestamp: 37:20

Task five: moodboard
Create a moodboard that collects imagery relating to your concept. Each of these images should create 
a collective sense of what your concept is about. Think about the following: 

• Cinematography – this is how the film looks. Are there stills from films/videos that encapsulate what 
you would like to produce? This could be colour, tone or atmosphere.

• Characters – these are the people starring in your piece. Are there characters from films and videos 
that are like the characters you envision in your clip? 

• Costume – this is what the characters will be wearing. What kinds of costume would the people in 
the clip be wearing? Would these be like costumes from existing films? 

It is also a good idea to think about how large or small you place an image on a page. If it is important, 
then make that image larger and more prominent. 

Catch up on the recording: 
 Timestamp: 47:50

TOP TIP: When creating your 
moodboard, ensure that there is 

an even spread of ideas for the whole 
project e.g. not too much costume 

and not enough setting.

https://youtu.be/MSTqFp0gVS8?t=2240
https://youtu.be/MSTqFp0gVS8?t=2870


Task six: references/inspirations
Find content that matches in subject, context, or style to help you backup your idea. This might be 
similar films, videos, games, adverts etc. 

Remember – the client needs to try and imagine the idea in their head.   

Catch up on the recording: 
 Timestamp: 1:05:26

Task seven: project timeline
Create a timeline for your project. A good starting point is to give yourself two-months and split this into 
blocks of time. Think about how long the elements of the project will take. This will include production, 
editing, administration, final checks, actors prep time etc. This will be from pre-production to broadcast. 
It might also take time for your production to be approved by advertising bodies etc. 

Catch up on the recording: 
 Timestamp: 1:11:53 TOP TIP: Be realistic with your 

deadlines. To give you the edge 
over your competitors you can add in 

freebies, e.g a 4k screenshot. This means 
you don’t have to do much extra work 

but it could secure you the project.

https://youtu.be/MSTqFp0gVS8?t=3926
https://youtu.be/MSTqFp0gVS8?t=4313


Task eight: set your budget
Think about how much it might cost you to pull 
everything together. How much will you have to 
pay for actors, locations, research, production 
fees etc. 

If you have a £15-20k budget, how will you 
allocate this? 

Remember – it is important to make sure you 
pay yourself too! 

Catch up on the recording: 
 Timestamp: 1:16:55

TOP TIP: Possibly do multiple 
concepts, e.g. a more budget friendly 

version and a more expensive one 
or a more simple one and a more 

expressive one.

Task nine: final touches
Spend some time refining your pitch. It might 
be good to make sure the colours you have 
used really relate to the company’s brand 
or aesthetic. This shows you have really 
understood what the company is about. Is the 
project cohesive? Maybe show it to someone 
else who isn’t familiar with the project and see 
if they understand your ideas. You may need to 
refine certain images, text etc. 

Remember – make sure spelling and grammar 
is correct as this can put potential clients off. 

Catch up on the recording: 
 Timestamp: 1:23:28

https://youtu.be/MSTqFp0gVS8?t=4615
https://youtu.be/MSTqFp0gVS8?t=5008


Conclusion 
This workshop has helped you to explore 
creating a pitch for an advert for a local gin 
brand – Archangel Distillery. This skill can be 
transferred to any project that you must pitch 
to clients. This could be a fashion brand, a new 
game or the next big animated series.

Find out more about Trett Films

 @trettfilms 

 Trett Films website

Useful links 

 @norwichuniarts     Creative Careers

 Take Your Place   NUA website

We would love to see your work! Share it with 
us on Instagram:

 @NUAoutreach       

 @takeyourplace_he

Take a look at our Padlet board from the live 
session to see how others responded to the 
workshop!

 View our Padlet board here

http://instagram.com/trettfilms
http://www.trettfilms.com
https://www.instagram.com/norwichuniarts/
https://discovercreative.careers/#/
http://www.takeyourplace.ac.uk
https://www.nua.ac.uk/
https://www.instagram.com/nuaoutreach
https://www.instagram.com/takeyourplace_he/
https://padlet.com/NUAstudentrecruitment/q3d4cnfupz6fkn7v

